Update in CADD Manual Chapter C – ROW.

The purpose of this update is to more closely follow current practices and/or procedures. The revisions are as follows:

**Chapter wide** – Deleted or revised outdated information and/or practices. Updated font and links throughout.

**C1** – Updated Index of Page Numbers.

**Getting Started** – Revisions included updating Step 7 and Step 10.

**Establishing Existing Right of Way** – Revision of Step 3c.

**Establishing Proposed Right of Way** – Revision of Step 2, Step 5, Step 6 and Step 7.

**Mosaic and Right of Way Plans** – Added Option 3 and updated various table information.

**Transparency on Plats** – Updated title and added Option 2.

**Area Report for Plats** – Updated Step 3.

**Set Corner Report and Plans** – Updated ALL steps for the report. Added Step 2, Step 5 and Step 6 to complete the Set Corner Plans.

**Found Corner Coordinates** – Added Step 2c.

[Check it out here.](#)